
Interested in this vacancy? 
Let us hear from you today! Send your CV and motivation letter to Bent.Serritslev@rubiomonocoat.com.

REGIONAL MARKETING / SOCIAL MEDIA EXECUTIVE – 
MALAYSIA (M/F) 
 
Rubio Monocoat is a leading brand of Wood Protection products and is part of the Muylle Facon group,  
located in Izegem, Belgium, with activities in over 80 countries and a growing market share. We are seeking 
to strengthen our presence by investing in our digital profiles.

Role 
You will... 

 › Create and maintain the attractiveness of Rubio Monocoat Malaysia’s social media platforms according 
to the company guidelines (LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube). This includes regular blog postings and 
content creation with the objective of strengthening the brand and create business leads / opportunities. 

 › Support and encourage regional partners to actively promote our brand and products through social 
media. You will regularly share product, marketing and success stories. 

 › Support the sales team in building Rubio Monocoat community group(s) in Malaysia with frequent sharing 
of information and regular in-house marketing events towards diverse groups such as architects, small / 
medium scale furniture makers, professionals and wood makers.

 › Establish, maintain and manage an active e-commerce platform in close cooperation with HQ and 
local management. You will support regional partners in introducing similar e-commerce presence based on 
experience.

 › Participate in the planning of our annual marketing activities for Rubio Monocoat Asia Pacific as well 
as coordinate the annual event planning of our partners.

 › Coordinate and execute our participation in local trade shows and occasionally also regional events. You 
will also provide the necessary support for our regional partners participating in trade shows.

 › Keep the Dealerzone and external website info related to Rubio Monocoat partners up to date in 
coordination with our HQ Marketing.

 › Ensure compliance with the company brand guidelines.
 › Carry out any other jobs assigned from time to time to ensure that the local office works optimally for 
customers and employees.

Profile  
You are...

 › A business / marketing graduate with minimum 5 years’ experience in social media marketing, e-commerce, 
loyalty / community / user group / membership management and communications.

 › Creative and innovative and ready to do things differently. Experience with simple YouTube video production 
is an added advantage.

 › A self-driven, hands-on individual who is ready to take ownership with a service-minded attitude.
 › Proficient in English, Bahara Malayu and preferably also Cantonese / Mandarin.

What we offer 
 
You will be welcomed in the Malaysian office of an ambitious and international company in full expansion. For 
this job you will occasionally travel within Malaysia and the region – max 10 days per annum expected.


